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Blightfall crafting guide

Craft enthusiasts are constantly pushing the boundaries of the simple seam... The craft trend is to have its moment in the spotlight, and we love it! The simple needle and thread pops up in books, blogs, TV and even our local cafes. No longer a lonely pastime, crafts manship has become a way to socialize, acquire new skills and embrace your individualism. Traditional techniques
have received a 21st century update with craft enthusiasts constantly pushing the boundaries of the simple stitching. So if you, like us, feel inspired to get out the pink halls, here are some handy tips on where to get started... BOOKS: Material World, Perri Lewis An inspiring insight into the world of everything handmade, covering a whole variety of craft projects. Perri provides you
with the basics along with tips from industry experts, encouraging you to add your own personal twist. Material World, £12.15, amazon.co.uk Merchant and Mills Sewing Book, Carolyn Denham A traditional overview of the art of sewing, this is an important read for any budding seamstress. Carolyn guides you through the basics of needlework, giving you the materials, tools and
tips you need to get started. Merchant and Mills Sewing Book, £11.40, amazon.co.uk Just Sew Stories, Kate Allen With a hugely original approach to traditional sewing techniques, Kate brings a sense of fun and quirkiness to a range of unique projects. Just Sew Stories, £10.87, amazon.co.uk SITES/BLOGS: Sublime Stitching A blog with patterns, sewing, kits, tools, textiles,
books and how-to tutorials from a variety of crafty experts. sublimestitching.com Cloth A website, blog and magazine dedicated to keeping you in the loop with the best in upcycling, fashion, style and craft ideas. cloth.co.uk Liberty Craft Blog A blog filled with beautiful projects from textile enthusiasts and, of course, contains the famous Liberty print fabrics. liberty.co.uk: Ray Stitch,
London Introduction to Dressmaking: A dressmaking course designed for those with basic sewing skills who strive to evolve into making their own clothes. Learn the techniques of working with patterns and fabric to create three different items of clothing. Six sessions, one day a week, £250, raystitch.co.uk COW, Birmingham Make a tote bag: A great class for beginners. Explore
fabrics, design and the basic techniques of sewing to create your own one-of-a-kind tote bag. A session, £25, creativeopenworkshops.com The Makery, Bath Introduction to patchwork and quilting: Covers a range of patchwork and quilting techniques, from design, style and colour to piecing, sewing, hand-quilting and decoration. A session, £43, themakeryonline.co.uk Brighton
Sewing Centre, Brighton Beginners' Sewing Lesson: An ideal class for newcomers who want to master the basic stitches. Learn about wire, sewing machines, and fabrics and create a unique pillow cover in the process. One session, £40, brightonsewingcentre.co.uk finding local workshops and events in your area, check out craftcandy.co.uk. You can now also download the Craft
Candy app! This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io The Home Crafts channel offers a variety of DIY projects for your home. Find ways to creatively improve your surroundings and celebrate family life here.
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